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community 
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the forgotten.
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JOAN KIRNER  
SOCIAL JUSTICE  
ORATION 2014
ABOUT JOAN KIRNER

Courageous, ceaseless, clever, 
compassionate – over many years, and in 
many theatres, The Hon. Joan Kirner AM 
has fought for community, equality 
and social justice.

Joan is perhaps best known for her work 
as the front-woman for the grassroots 
campaign for educational reform in Victoria 
in the 1970s, and later as that state’s first 
female Premier. 

She has also been prominent in the nation-
changing struggles for social inclusion, 
women’s equality, environmental protection, 
and community-driven community 
development.

Having played an integral role in the 
development of the social fabric of Australia, 
Joan remains an enduring community 
activist and champion for the forgotten.

The 2014 Joan Kirner Social Justice Oration 
was delivered by The Hon Julia Gillard at 
the Communities in Control Conference, 
an initiative of Our Community and 
CatholicCare, in Moonee Ponds on Monday, 
May 26, 2014.

www.ourcommunity.com.au/cic

If quoting from this speech, please acknowledge that 
it was presented at the 2014 Communities in Control 
Conference, an initiative of Our Community and 
CatholicCare
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2014  
ORATOR

THE HON JULIA GILLARD

Ms Gillard was born in Wales before migrating to 
South Australia in 1966. In 1982, she moved to 
Melbourne, graduating from the University of 
Melbourne in 1986. She worked at law firm Slater 
and Gordon, specialising in industrial law, before 
entering politics.

Ms Gillard presided over a range of shadow 
portfolios including Population and Immigration, 
Reconciliation and Indigenous Affairs, and Health, 
becoming Deputy Opposition Leader in 2006.

In government, she served as Deputy Prime 
Minister (the first woman to undertake this role), 
as well as Minister for Education, Employment, 
Workplace Relations, and Social Inclusion.

In June 2010, after Kevin Rudd lost the support of his 
party, Ms Gillard was elected unopposed as the 
Leader of the Labor Party, becoming the 27th 
and first female Prime Minister of Australia. 
Three years later, the tables turned again 
and she lost the leadership, and Prime 
Ministership, to Kevin Rudd.

Ms Gillard’s term as prime minister 
will be remembered for many things 
— a hung parliament, a renewed 
(and often bitterly fought) focus on 
gender equality, but also a raft of 
socially progressive reforms and new 
initiatives, among them the introduction 
of the National Disability Insurance 
Scheme and carbon tax, Gonski school 
reforms, and stewardship of the National 
Broadband Network and Australia’s first 
paid parental leave scheme.

Reflecting Ms Gillard’s passion for 
education, since leaving politics she 
has taken up a position as Chair of the 
Global Partnership for Education. She is 
also Honorary Visiting Professor at the 
University of Adelaide.
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THE HON JULIA GILLARD: 
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I acknowledge the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and in a spirit of 
reconciliation pay my respects to elders past and present.  

I also acknowledge:

• Carol Schwartz, Chair of Our Community 
• Denis Moriarty, Group Managing Director of Our Community
• Father Joe Caddy, CEO of CatholicCare
• And all those whose hard work has meant this wonderful event can go ahead. 

Tribute to Joan 
It is my great pleasure to deliver the Joan Kirner Social Justice Oration. In doing so I follow 
two women of great talent who are both friends: Sharan Burrow, who just last week was  
re-elected as the leader of the international trade union movement, and Joan. 

It is a great pity that Joan is unable to join us today. We send all our best wishes for her 
recovery and I hope that hearing about all the goodwill in this room speeds her return to 
better health.

And even though we miss her presence, it is absolutely fitting that this lecture is named in 
Joan’s honour. Joan epitomises what it means to campaign for social justice in Australia. 

Joan has not only dedicated her life to the pursuit of social inclusion, environmental 
protection, women’s equality and community driven development, but to building the 
language around, and definition of, what a socially inclusive Australia should look like.  

This is fundamentally important: we can only be united in our pursuit of a goal if we 
understand and can articulate the realisation of that goal. When Joan spoke to you in 2012, 
she defined social justice as fairness. It is to this simple but apt definition that I will speak to 
you today. 

But my first memories of Joan aren’t of her elegantly expounding theories of social justice.  
I actually first met Joan simply because she was Dave’s mum. Dave Kirner became a friend 
of mine through the student movement and we have been mates for a lifetime.

I remember a feisty woman, small in stature but big in impact, telling her university age 
son exactly what she thought about the cleanliness of his student rental home, his diet, his 
lifestyle and his friends.

Fortunately, I got the thumbs up and I have been grateful ever since.

I didn’t just get to keep my university friend, I was embraced by the whole Kirner family.  
I shared a house with Kate Kirner, Joan’s daughter and met and talked to her wise  
husband Ron.

JOAN KIRNER  
SOCIAL JUSTICE 
ORATION 2014
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And I sat, listened and learned from Joan.

I have never stopped learning from her or being inspired by her.

A keen advocate for education, Joan spearheaded the grassroots campaign for educational 
reform in Victoria in the 1970s, boosting the most disadvantaged schools and promoting 
equal access for all students.  

Through my own parliamentary career and as Prime Minister, I took up this fight nationally, 
leading the most significant reforms to school funding and quality in Australia’s history. 

Like me, Joan was also a first – the first female premier in Victoria. For the pride and the 
pain that such a first brings, I am sure Joan shares my view that the opportunities far 
outweighed the challenges. 

As a founder of Emily’s List, Joan worked to ensure other women with a commitment to 
social justice and progressive politics had the support they needed to enter Parliament, and 
to make their own mark in creating a more socially inclusive Australia. I have been proud to 
work alongside her in that endeavour.

Joan remains one of Australia’s great champions of social justice. I am honoured to deliver 
this lecture in her name to you today. 

“At home, I want a world class 
education to be the norm, not  
the exception.”
Own Sense of Social Justice
Like Joan, I have sought to use my own career to defend and advance fairness. 

As a university student, I joined my peers in fighting back against Fraser’s education cuts, 
and sought to reform the Australian Union of Students to refocus its advocacy on the needs 
of students, rather than foreign policy. 

I worked for eight years as a lawyer defending the rights of working people, including badly 
mistreated outworkers exploited by the clothing and textiles manufacturing industry. 

During my years in Parliament, I worked to deliver policies that reflected the values of the 
Labor Party and labour movement, values that centre not only on fairness in the workplace, 
but on building an Australia that will deliver a better life for our children. 

Values focused on education and the social mobility that it brings. 

Like many others, and I’m sure like many of you in this room today, my own understanding 
of social justice began with a childlike sense of inequality. 

The children at school who failed to keep up with their studies, distracted by challenges at 
home. 

The migrant kids who struggled with a new way of life and learning.  

Differences amongst us, between those who had plenty, and those who did not have much 
at all. 

Even then, I had my own ideas about how to address this lack of fairness. 

It had to be through education. 
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My parents had both been denied an education, and were determined to ensure that my 
sister, Alison, and I were not.

I formed the view early that a great education could change a child’s life, and that fairness 
demands that every child receives a great one. 

I still believe now, as I did then, that education can unlock social justice. 

For me, a great public education opened up a path that ultimately led to my becoming the 
27th Prime Minister of Australia. 

But as great a testimony as this is to our country, we are still letting children down. 

Children with disability, children from poorer homes, indigenous kids, are all more likely to 
miss out on the great education that I received. 

What I did
As both Prime Minister and Deputy Prime Minister, I knew that to create social justice, to 
fairly distribute opportunity, we first had to ensure that every single child received a great 
education. 

As a government, we designed and started to roll out a needs based funding model to 
ensure every school had the ability to deliver a high quality education. 

We focused on quality, tying new funding to an improvement agenda for schools.

Better teaching. 

Greater investment in delivering literacy and numeracy, the building blocks of a good 
education. 

Empowered principals. 

More computers. 

A national curriculum written by experts, not politicians. 

We prioritised transparency, delivering the MySchool website so we could better understand 
which schools and methods were getting results and how we could improve, particularly for 
disadvantaged children. 

We reformed our universities, ensuring more students from disadvantaged backgrounds 
could earn a university education, and expanded apprenticeship numbers. 

We worked hard to improve access to affordable, high quality early childhood education and 
care. 

Over the last twenty-five years, research has shown that the best opportunity we have to 
influence a child’s life chances is through their early education. 

We know that the children who struggle most at school and then later in life are those living 
in the most socio-economically disadvantaged and very remote areas of Australia. 

If this disadvantage is not addressed early, it permeates throughout life. 

Through better care and attention, we can stop children from falling behind before they 
reach school. 

We can ensure that they have the best chance to excel in their cognitive and social 
development. 

We can give them a head start to achieve throughout the rest of their lives.

Our National Quality Agenda sought to do just that. 

7
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By improving staff to child ratios, we ensured that children receive the attention they need. 

And by boosting staff qualification requirements, we have helped our hardworking and dedi-
cated early childhood staff to develop the skills they need to deliver a great early education. 

I am deeply proud of the work we did to improve children’s access to a quality education in 
Australia.

And I am very proud that the primary author of the landmark blueprint to lift the quality of our 
schools stands by the work he led, and the commitments we need to keep to our children 
and their success in life in the years ahead.

I am proud, too, of what my Government did to unlock fairness for those Australians who 
needed our support most. 

We launched Disability Care to support around 460,000 Australians with disability, their 
families and carers. 

How we cared for those with disability in Australia had become an equality issue. 

460,000 Australians who we had let down for far too long.  

Through our investment in the National Broadband Network, we made a commitment 
to unlock the opportunities that greater connectivity and togetherness can bring to our 
communities. 

We delivered health reform, pouring thousands of new doctors and nurses into the system 
and delivering record levels of access to bulk billing. 

We invested in the long term disadvantaged to bring them back into work, and the dignity 
and pride that comes with it. 

As part of creating a system of fairness of work, we supported the Australian Services 
Union’s equal pay case for women working in the social and community services sector, the 
women who assist families and children in crisis, staff our women’s refuges, look after our 
sick and others in need. 

We launched the Royal Commission into child abuse in institutional settings, finally providing 
an avenue for those who had been denied the most basic form of justice for so long an 
opportunity to speak out. 

We enhanced our efforts to support gender equity globally, by investing $48.5 million over 
four years in UN women and $320 million over ten years to empower women in the Pacific.  
We also appointed Australia’s first Global Ambassador for Women and Girls. 

I am deeply honoured to have had the opportunity, as Prime Minister, to deliver on the social 
goals I have been fighting for my whole life.  

And I am deeply honoured to have built on the work of so many social justice campaigners 
that came before me. 

What’s at stake now
Social justice is not a given. 

It does not just happen. 

It has to be defined. 

Fought for. 

Defended. 

It is fragile. 
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The fragility of some of what we have built and what we still must achieve, has become so 
evident over recent months. 

We have seen the recommendations of the Commission of Audit and the response of the 
Government in the Budget that was handed down earlier this month.

Budgets are made up of choices.  They make us – all of us, no matter what side of politics 
we are on –  think about what we care most about – what we want valued in our society.

What we want to create and reward, preserve and defend.

And that is why we are here today.  We understand those choices, which ones are right and 
which ones are wrong.

“Social justice is not a given. It does 
not just happen. It has to be defined. 
Fought for. Defended. It is fragile.”
Social justice is formed from the decisions we take, as governments, as individuals and as 
communities, to prioritise fairness. 

These decisions must be made and remade, every day. 

The arguments that underpin them must be prosecuted and re-prosecuted, every day. 

We need to be clear on what kind of country we want to be for the next century. Who will 
we care for? What will we value? How will we maximise and share opportunity?

In answering these questions we define our purpose, our dedication to fairness.

We need to deliver on this purpose, no matter the opposition we face or the difficulties we 
encounter. 

We are not alone in these challenges.  

Progressive values and the fairness they seek to uphold are under threat across the globe.

In the United States, notwithstanding the heroic efforts of President Obama, the American 
middle class is still struggling to find a firmer measure of economic security.  Income growth 
is stagnant.  Income inequality is growing.  And Washington is gridlocked.

More desperately, in places like sub-Saharan Africa and the Middle East, we see the most 
basic tenants of social justice under attack in the most extreme ways. 

Right now, the world is shocked and rightly outraged at the kidnapping of over 200 school 
girls in Nigeria. 

That is 200 young women denied their basic right to an education and instead destined for a 
life of slavery. 

But while they focus our resolve, we must not be fooled into believing that these abuses are 
isolated events. 

Attacks on basic human rights and social justice are disgustingly common. Consider these 
statistics for just a moment:

•  According to estimates from the International Labor Organisation, at least 980,000 
children are in forced labour as a result of trafficking (2005). 

•  35% of women aged 20 to 24 years old globally were married as children (2010). 
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•  In 2011, 6.9 million children aged under five died, mostly from diseases that could have 
been prevented. 

•  57 million school aged children are currently not receiving an education, and around 
250 million children in the world either fail to make it to grade four or do not reach the 
minimum level of reading, writing, and doing math.

This is our world, the one we share. If we want to change it, education for every child is the 
key.

What I will do about it 
It is that mission, of education for all, to which I am dedicating my personal energies to now. 

Through my role as Chair of the Global Partnership for Education, I am working to ensure 
that all girls and boys, no matter where they grow up or what their parents do for a living, 
have access to a high quality education.

In June we will be holding the Second Replenishment Pledging Conference in Brussels, 
were we are asking for a commitment of $3.5 billion US dollars from our donors. 

This is a difficult task. 

But these investments are worth making. 

We can lift 171 million people out of poverty, by ensuring every student in low income 
countries acquires basic reading skills.

We can boost agricultural output in sub-Saharan Africa by up to 25 per cent through 
investing in girls’ education. 

If we can teach a child’s mother to read, that child will be 50% more likely to live beyond the 
age of five. 

With $3.5 billion, the Global Partnership can support the schooling of 29 million children in 
66 countries, and increase the quality of education provided.  

A quality education amplifies and sustains human, economic and social development. 

It lifts children out of poverty.

It brings their families with them.

It empowers and it emboldens. 

It is essential to creating socially just, equitable communities. 

The world I want to see globally is one where all children, no matter who they are or where 
they live, get a great education. 

And of course, this includes Australia. 

At home, I want a world class education to be the norm, not the exception. 

I want us to be invigorated by measuring our performance and use such measurements to 
enhance equity, not be scared by it. 

I want kids to get great jobs. 

To keep learning. 

To constantly train and reskill to meet the new and complex needs of the Asian Century. 

I want to see an educated country, a compassionate country, and a country that holds 
social justice and fairness at the core of its identity. 

I want our country to take these values to the world – to constantly serve as a model for, 
and be an advocate of, social justice globally. 
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Conclusion
Friends. 

Social justice is under threat on multiple fronts. 

It is under threat in Australia and the fight for it globally is as hard as ever. 

It has taken those before us over a century to build universal access to health care, a more 
equitable and quality education system, a safety net and real support for our parents and 
grandparents.  

“When we don’t have a political 
leadership willing to fight for social 
justice, the responsibility will inevitably 
weigh heavy on our communities.” 
As a nation, our foreign aid program has invested billions of dollars into developing countries, 
to ensure that the social justice that we have sought to create for ourselves is shared 
globally. 

When we don’t have a political leadership willing to fight for social justice, the responsibility 
will inevitably weigh heavy on our communities. 

It will weigh heavy on the third sector, on our charities and volunteers. 

It will weigh heavy on our student movements, on the press and on our public servants. 

It will weigh heavy on our communities and both you and me in this room today. 

From this great weight, we must grow stronger. 

We must be clear about our purpose. 

We must speak with conviction. 

What I learned from Joan is something that has driven me every waking day in public life:

That to succeed in shaping our world, you have to have a sense of purpose about the goals 
and values you want to serve.

Joan epitomises purpose in public life.

This is why she is one of the greats amongst us.

And why we respect her, and care for her, and love her, very much.

What Joan taught me, what she teaches us every day, is that we must never stop striving to 
create the socially just Australia, and socially just world, that the children who will follow us 
deserve.  

I have complete faith that the conviction to do so is here in this room, and I hope that 
through the course of this conference, you will find that conviction burning stronger.  

I wish you all the very best as you take the skills and ideas you have learned at this 
conference and translate them into your sense of purpose, so that you can build your own 
socially just communities. 

Joan expects no less from each of us.
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Communities in Control is the biggest annual gathering of community sector workers, 
volunteers and supporters – each year bringing together a stellar list of speakers and 
more than 1000 delegates to listen, debate, network, exchange tips and strategies, and – 
perhaps most importantly – recharge.

Since its inception in 2003, the conference has provided a platform and outlet for the very 
premise of Communities in Control – that for communities to survive and thrive, they must 
be in charge of their own destinies; that they must be given practical support to set their 
own priorities, design their own approaches, and create their own solutions; and that to do 
this will ultimately create safer, healthier communities.

Allowing communities to take control can be a hard pill to swallow - because it is hard, 
because the results can be slow to emerge, and because it raises all manner of practical 
questions:

1.  How does a community group get off the treadmill of the old, pragmatic, one-small-
problem-at-a-time approach that constrains its capacity for more strategic innovation 
and reform? (Many community groups and organisations are quite clearly caught up in 
this perennial problem of “projectitis”.)

2.  What are the key criteria for building a new generation of community groups and 
organisations whose heritage is no longer their destiny?

3.  What are the generic principles of this new community innovation and reform agenda?

Working together, Communities in Control supporters are marching towards the answers.

The Communities in Control Conference is the result of an ongoing partnership between the 
Group Managing Director of Our Community, Denis Moriarty, and the CEO of CatholicCare, 
Fr Joe Caddy, and their respective organisations.

  www.ourcommunity.com.au

 www.ccam.org.au

WHAT IS 
COMMUNITIES 
IN CONTROL?
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2014:  The Hon Julia Gillard, Former Prime Minister of Australia;  
   Chair, Global Partnership for Education

2013:  Hugh de Kretser, Executive Director, Human Rights Law Centre

2012:  The Hon Joan Kirner AC, Former Premier of Victoria; Ambassador,  
   Victorian Communities

2011:  Sharan Burrow, General Secretary of the International Trade Union  
   Confederation

JOAN KIRNER SOCIAL 
JUSTICE ORATIONS 
DELIVERED BY:
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Our Community
Our Community is Australia’s Centre for Excellence for the nation’s 600,000 not-for-profits 
and schools, providing advice, tools, resources and training.

A multi-award winning social enterprise, Our Community’s offerings include:

OurCommunity.com.au: Training, tools and resources with Australia’s most useful website 
for not-for-profit organisations - accelerating the impact of Australia’s 600,000 charities, 
community groups and schools.

Institute of Community Directors Australia: Accredited training, short courses, 
educational tools and peer support for members of Australian not-for-profit boards, 
committees and councils, and the staff who support them.

GiveNow.com.au: Australia’s leading giving hub, providing commission-free online 
donations for not-for-profits and giving education for businesses, families and individuals - 
helping people give more, give smarter, give better, GiveNow!

Australian Institute for Corporate Responsibility: Information and tools to help create 
stronger, more authentic linkages between businesses and their communities.

Australian Institute of Grants Management: Best practice education, support, training 
and services for government, philanthropic and corporate grantmakers, including Australia’s 
most-used online grants management solution, SmartyGrants.

CatholicCare
CatholicCare works on behalf of the Archdiocese in Melbourne 
to fulfil the Church’s mission of service to the community. We 
provide programs and services that help families and individuals 
in the development of strong and healthy relationships, and 
encourage connectedness within their communities. Inspired 
by our vision of ‘life to the full’ for families and individuals in all 
their diversity, we are especially concerned with offering services 
that ensure improved opportunities for those experiencing 
disadvantage and hardship in order for them to achieve 
enhanced living conditions, and a better future for their children.

CatholicCare has partnered with Our Community to stage 
the Communities in Control Conference every year since its 
inception in 2003.

ABOUT US

Where not-for-profits go for help
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